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policies of all the many sites they visit. The much
more reasonable model has the user choose a trustworthy browser, learn about its security and privacy
features, customize individual settings, and then confidently rely that the browser will work to protect
them in the choices that they’ve made, and will make
ongoing operational decisions based on the user’s expressed preferences.

Abstract

The parties who track users online are
technically sophisticated, dedicated, and
motivated by significant financial gains.
Users often lack the technical knowledge to understand the forms of tracking
that are deployed against them, the skills
necessary to deploy countermeasures, or
the significant quantities of time and effort necessary to safeguard their privacy.
Browser vendors, on the other hand, have
the resources, capacity, and expertise necessary to protect their users from many
different privacy threats. Browser vendors should take responsibility for their
role as users’ agents online and use their
technical and market power to protect
user interests.
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Browser vendors should protect their users by making privacy-by-design a priority the same way that
they do with security. In addition, browsers should
be honest with their users, explaining their strengths
and weakness, so that users can make informed activities about their activities online. What follows is a
selection of ways that browsers currently fail to protect their users’ privacy. The difficulty of mitigating
or fixing these problems varies, but browser vendors
should consider these issues — and others like them
— to be important ways that they can protect (or
fail to protect) their users. Because of the browser’s
unique position in users’ web-browsing trust hierarchies, these issues demand fixes at the browser level.

The Browser: Users’ Privacy
Trust Root

The web browser is literally the user’s representative online. As the user’s agent, a browser should act
based on the needs of the user; design policy deciWeb Privacy Weaknesses &
sions should be based exclusively on the user’s pri- 2
orities. Indeed, the browser is the only party that
Countermeasures
the user should have to rely upon to work for them:
it’s much easier to make a one-time trust judgment
2.1 Cookie & Active Tracking Control
about which web browser to use than it is to have
to make repeated, ongoing, granular trust judgments
Most users are aware of HTTP cookies, and some
about numerous websites, and their embedded and are aware of other active tracking measures like flash
active content.
cookies. However, there are many[7] active tracking
measures that can be used to identify and re-identify
Indeed, it would be prohibitive to expect users to users. Many of these were not even designed as idenaudit the potential privacy risks posed by the embed- tification technologies, but result from the ‘generous’
ded web bugs, persistent & novel cookies, JavaScript set of features available among the variety of browser
content, tracking practices, and information sharing and active content technologies available on the web.
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Given how much of our lives we spend online, persistent and pervasive tracking poses a direct threat to
individual privacy. It’s not that tracking technologies
are inherently wrong, far from it. Rather browsers
should offer users the technical capacity to choose
which sites know and retain what information about
them, over which sessions. Defaulting to letting sites
keep persistent, hard-to-remove track of users is a
mistake: tracking should be an option that’s up to
the user, and under their control

2.2

anonymity measures which would be required to prevent a hostile website from associating non-private
browsing with a series of distinct private browsing
sessions.
Private browsing modes are an important tool in a
users’s privacy defense arsenal. They allow users to
retain control of their personal information in ways
which might not otherwise be possible. They may
even permit users to engage in behavior which they
might otherwise have considered too risky. As such,
it’s imperative that these modes are effective, and live
up to users’ functionality expectations.

Fingerprint Uniqueness Reduction

Even when not using active tracking methods like
cookies, passive tracking methods often allow for accurate re-identification of a particular browser. According to the data produced by the EFF’s Panopticlick project[3], browsers’ fingerprints have an average anonymity set size larger than 280,000, and
browsers supporting Flash or Java are 94.2% likely
to be unique. However, in the custom browser deployed by the Tor Project, the measures taken to
create a uniform browser fingerprint were quite successful, producing highly uniform anonymity sets.

2.4

It has for some time been possible to use cunningly
crafted HTML & CSS to infer users’ complete browsing history[6], which may contain all kinds of sensitive
information, and — moreover — makes for a fairly
unique way to re-identify the same users. This is mentioned less to draw attention to this particular attack,
and more as a comment on these sorts of browser
weaknesses. As long as browser vendors leave this
sort of gaping vulnerability unchecked, their users
will continue to be at risk.

There are lots of trivial steps that browser vendors can take to protect against this method for
identifying users. Reporting a slightly more granular browser version number like “1.6” rather than
“1.6.0.17” immediately makes fingerprints more homogeneous. Likewise, sorting supported font lists before reporting them takes away another significant
source of entropy. These are just some changes made
based on the entropy data. Browser vendors have the
ability to reconsider the amount of information they
really need to report to sites. Defaulting to reporting everything may be somewhat sensible in a fragmented, browser-dependent web. However, in a web
built on agreed standards, privacy should be the default, with exceptions made for specific information
when needed.

2.3

History Retrieval

The problem is that the drive to patch privacy
holes doesn’t seem to be nearly as strong as the drive
to fix security holes, or developing new and innovative
features. However, for many users, improved privacy
protection is much more valuable than shiny new tabsorting features. While competitions like Pwn2Own
glamourize and reward security development, privacy
design often plays second fiddle.

2.5

Certificate Trust Control

As recent events[2][8][5] and commentary[10][4][9]
have indicated, the public-key identification infrastructure which underpins our web encryption technology is hopelessly broken. This failure isn’t a technical one, it’s a social one, and browser vendors are
at least partly to blame. There have been no movements to revoke the signing powers of the several certificate authorities which fail. Users rely on the the
security practices of every single certificate authority
whenever they do online banking, or transfer personal
medical information online. When a CA spectacularly fails, a browser vendor should pro-actively call
them on it, acting on the trust that users place in
their browser by revoking the CA’s authority.

Effective Private Browsing Modes

Most of the modern browsers feature private browsing modes, but research from Stanford University[1]
suggests that they may not be well-implemented to
provide the sort of privacy protections that users
might expect. In addition to exploitable weaknesses
which may allow traces to be left locally after private browsing, these modes fail to implement the
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Yes, these sorts of aggressive enforcement actions
‘break’ some sites. However, that should be the desired behavior. When the browser represents to the
user that a secure connection is taking place, it should
be on the basis of that actually being true. If a CA is
failing their authentication responsibility, the browser
should not mislead the user by asserting that everything is hunky-dory when an attack may actually be
taking place.
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user’s privacy interests online.
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That begins and ends with the browser.
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